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Personal & S4H Terms of Use
The graphic files contained in this e-file are the product(s) of Valerie B. Haddock,
herein referred to as “Artist,” and WinksArt Graphics, and are protected by
United States and international copyright law.
These files are for PERSONAL use only and are not to be used for commercial
gain without the express written permission of the Artist.
Purchaser may modify/alter the colors and sizes of these files to suit his/her
needs.
Any modified/altered files are protected by United States and
International copyright law and may not be shared or used for commercial gain
without the express written permission of the Artist.
If you wish to use these files for any type of commercial use, please contact me
by sending an e-mail to winksartgraphics@gmail.com. Any/all commercial
use requests will be considered on an individual product basis.
You may not use these files for obscene, defamatory, or immoral works or any
other purpose which is prohibited by law.
These files are licensed to the purchaser's computer only and are not to be
shared, loaned, rented, resold, distributed, transferred, or posted across a bulletin
board, network, modem, Internet or web page. Do not make copies of these
files on any electronic or physical medium (including CDs, diskettes, or other
storage medium) for reasons other than back-up purposes.
Credit: If you post completed projects online through e-groups, bulletin boards,
galleries, forums, newsgroups, or submit to magazines for possible publication,
include the product title and WinksArt Graphics in the credits.
Valerie Haddock
WinksArt Graphics
winksartgraphics@gmail.com
WG Blog • WG Facebook
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COMMERCIAL LICENSE AGREEMENT/USAGE TERMS
This printable(s) or digital file(s) included herein were created and/or photographed by
Valerie Haddock/WinksArt Graphics. With the purchase of this commercial license, any
other license terms contained in the zipped folders are superseded by this commercial
agreement:
The graphic files contained in this e-file are the product of WinksArt Graphics, or the
specified designer, and are protected by United States copyright law. The single,
individual Purchaser (meaning, the individual who actually bought the product) may
use, copy and modify these files for his/her own small business use.
* Purchaser may design derivative works which he/she will personally sell, or from which
he/she will profit as a result of his/her design work using the licensed materials.
* Purchaser may not turn the derivative designs over to any company permanently for
any reason.
* Purchaser may not use the files for design work that will be turned over to another
company or individual with the intention that the other company or individual will profit
from the derivative work.
These files, which are to be considered a design tool rather than a final design product,
are licensed to the purchaser's computer only and are not to be shared, loaned, rented,
resold, distributed, transferred, or posted across a bulletin board, network, modem,
Internet or web page in their original form. The purchaser has a license to create
derivative designs using these files, but is not licensed to re-distribute them in their original
format.
Examples of correct usage:
•Creating papers and/or elements that the purchaser/designer will sell to consumers or
retailers.
•Creating a gift certificate for a company on a contractual basis where the gift
certificate design will not be sold or turned permanently over to the company for which
the work is being done.
•All “commercial use” products may be used for personal use and S4H.
Examples of incorrect usage:
•Making papers that the designer will turn over to a manufacturer to sell to retailers.
•Making a gift certificate and then turning the design permanently over to another
company.
•Distributing or redistributing the products as they are received from WinksArt Graphics
directly to consumers.
•Making copies of these files on any electronic or physical medium (including CDs, flash
drives, or other storage medium) for reasons other than back-up purposes.
This commercial license is not extended to companies, partnerships, LLC's or
corporations. If a company, partnership, LLC, or corporation is interested in obtaining
commercial licensing for this product, please contact Valerie B. Haddock.
Valerie Haddock
WinksArt Graphics
winksartgraphics@gmail.com
http://winksartgraphics.blogspot.com/
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